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Science at the  
Environment Agency 
Science underpins the work of the Environment Agency. It provides an up-to-date 
understanding of the world about us and helps us to develop monitoring tools and 
techniques to manage our environment as efficiently and effectively as possible.  
The work of the Environment Agency’s Science Department is a key ingredient in the 
partnership between research, policy and operations that enables the Environment 
Agency to protect and restore our environment. 
The science programme focuses on five main areas of activity: 
•  Setting the agenda, by identifying where strategic science can inform our 
evidence-based policies, advisory and regulatory roles; 
•  Funding science, by supporting programmes, projects and people in 
response to long-term strategic needs, medium-term policy priorities and 
shorter-term operational requirements; 
•  Managing science, by ensuring that our programmes and projects are fit for 
purpose and executed according to international scientific standards; 
•  Carrying out science, by undertaking research – either by contracting it out 
to research organisations and consultancies or by doing it ourselves; 
•  Delivering information, advice, tools and techniques, by making 
appropriate products available to our policy and operations staff. 
 
 
 
Steve Killeen 
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Executive summary 
Biodiversity data are the foundation for conservation and management and taxonomy 
provides the reference system, skills and tools used to identify organisms. Species level 
data such as species richness, composition and diversity are common metrics. However, 
species level identification of organisms tends to be neglected within ecological work, 
especially within monitoring programmes, but also in conservation biology (Giangrande, 
2003). This is because collection of species level data is time consuming, with 
identification of species-specific characteristics traditionally involving lengthy examination 
of samples using microscopy. In addition it is costly and species level data is almost 
impossible to collect if the taxa involved are species rich and difficult to identify (Báldi 
1999). Other reasons why species level identification is neglected include the fact that 
sample collection can damage organisms, so diagnostic morphological features are lost, 
or that individuals may be in a life history stage or of a sex that does not have diagnostic 
morphological characteristics. Furthermore, the numbers of available expert taxonomists 
needed for species identification are in decline and have been for several decades.  
Species identification using molecular taxonomy where DNA is used as a marker is 
championed as a tool for resolving a range of morphological problems, such as the 
association of all life history stages, correlating male and female specimens to the same 
species and identifying partial specimens. Traditional taxonomy is built around 
morphological variations between species, with systematic inferences based upon shared 
physical characters. In molecular taxonomy on the other hand, proteins and genes are 
used to determine evolutionary relationships. ’DNA barcoding’ aims to provide an efficient 
method for species-level identification and it is thought that it will provide a powerful tool 
for taxonomic and biodiversity research (Hajibabaei et al. 2007).  
Cited strengths of a molecular based approach to species identification include the 
potential universality and objective nature of DNA data as taxonomic information, the 
usefulness of molecular data in animal groups characterized by morphological cryptic 
characters and the use of DNA sequence information to determine otherwise 
‘unidentifiable’ biological material (such as incomplete specimens or immature 
specimens). Its aim is to increase the speed, precision and efficiency of field studies 
involving diverse and difficult to identify taxa and it has the potential to be automated to 
provide a rapid and consistently accurate supplementary identification system to 
traditional taxonomy. 
This project was a proof-of-concept study that investigated the feasibility of using DNA 
barcodes to differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium. The 
longer term objective would be to apply such molecular approaches to organisms used in 
water quality monitoring and to biodiversity studies to provide a quick, robust but practical 
and cost effective tool for species identification.  
Great Britain is currently home to 33 morphospecies of blackfly many of which are 
morphologically close to other species and have been the cause of much systematic 
revision. In addition to evaluating the use of DNA barcodes in species identification, a 
non-destructive DNA extraction method was developed to preserve voucher specimens 
that will allow a complete morphological classification to be carried after DNA extraction.   
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Finding an effective DNA barcode for an individual species involves accurate taxonomic 
identification and the retention of voucher specimens for future morphological studies. A 
rapid non-destructive method for DNA extraction from small insects was developed where 
no clean-up step was required prior to amplification and it was possible to extract DNA of 
sufficient quality in minutes retaining diagnostic morphological characteristics.  
For any molecular tool used for species discrimination, an important consideration is 
defining the specific genetic loci (e.g. the position of genes on a chromosome) to be 
monitored. All blackfly species in this study were successfully amplified with the standard 
barcoding coxI gene primer pair LCO1490 5'-GGT CAA CAA ATC ATA AAG ATA TTG G-
3' and HCO2198 5'-TAA ACT TCA GGG TGA CCA AAA AAT CA-3' (Folmer et al. 1994) 
and we did not need to optimise or redesign the primer sequence.  
This study has strongly confirmed the ability of coxI barcodes to identify the majority of 
simuliid species in Britain. We sequenced (predominantly multiple) specimens of three 
genera: three Prosimulium species, one Metacnephia species and 18 Simulium species. 
Of the 32 species sequenced, 26 could subsequently be discriminated (81 per cent). 
These were from the subgenera Boopthora, Eusimulium, Helichelia, Prosimulium and 
Wilhelmia, as well as Metacnephia amphora, and clearly barcoding would be capable of 
unambiguously identifying all life stages: larvae, pupae and adults, and, potentially, egg 
masses. However, we were unable to resolve unambiguously all species from the 
subgenus Nevermannia and Simulium. 
The most positive support for DNA barcoding came from the subgenus Eusimulium. Here, 
all the species of the S. aureum group are predominantly morphologically identical and 
can only truly be resolved using adult morphology and cytotaxonomy of the larvae. We 
have shown clear demarcations of these species using DNA barcodes and have also 
produced a preliminary population survey of sites in Britain. 
DNA barcoding was able to identify 81 per cent of the British blackfly fauna and was 
successful in cases where traditional taxonomy would fail. The inability to resolve all the 
simuliid species illustrates a problem encountered with molecular taxonomy: a lack of 
resolution between closely related species. For these species, genus level identification 
would be the highest level of resolution. In situations where closely related species cannot 
be resolved an additional loci (gene target(s)) will be needed for species determination.  
At present, although it is not possible to advocate a molecular system that can accurately 
identify all members within a blackfly community en masse. It is, however, possible to 
identify many species in certain life history stages that cannot be resolved based on 
morphology. The strength of a molecular taxonomic system depends on the resolving 
power of the identification. Despite the limitations of DNA barcodes illustrated herein, it is 
also clear that such sequences can provide strong support to resolve the unsubstantiated 
taxonomic status of certain species. Furthermore, such an approach does not require 
extensive taxonomist training. DNA barcoding is a powerful tool for identifying species, but 
is dependent upon a taxonomic framework within which to operate. 
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1 Introduction 
The Environment Agency has an important role to play in ecology and conservation. 
Despite improvements in both water and air quality over the last decade some of our 
wildlife is still under threat with subsequent loss in biodiversity and impacts on ecosystem 
functioning. Biodiversity loss and the speed at which it is occurring is a global issue with 
many biologists convinced that a "mass extinction" of plants and animals will take place 
during the next century. This phenomenon has been termed the “biodiversity crisis”. 
Biodiversity is threatened by habitat destruction, introduction of alien species, over 
exploitation of natural resources and climate change. Understanding and controlling such 
environmental impacts and preventing species decline are important aims of biodiversity 
conservation and management. Specifically the Environment Agency needs to protect the 
environment and promote conservation. To do this, understanding the ecological needs of 
many species, some of which are very important in highlighting the state of the 
environment around them, is vital.  
Biodiversity data are the foundation for conservation and management and taxonomy 
provides the reference system and the skills and tools used to identify organisms. 
Scientifically there is no single most appropriate measure of biodiversity, although species 
richness, composition and diversity are common metrics. Species level identification, 
however, tends to be neglected within ecological work, especially within monitoring 
programmes, but also in conservation biology (Giangrande, 2003). This is because 
collection of species level data is time consuming, with identification of species-specific 
characteristics traditionally involving lengthy examination of samples using microscopy. In 
addition it is costly and species level data are almost impossible to collect if the taxa 
involved are species rich and difficult to identify (Báldi 1999).  
As a time and cost effective alternative, the use of surrogate higher taxa has been 
adopted in many ecological studies. Here, taxa are identified to the highest possible 
category (genus, family, etc.) without loss of important information to detect changes in 
assemblages exposed to environmental stress. This is known as ‘taxonomic sufficiency’, a 
concept introduced by Ellis (1985), but its use in biodiversity and conservation scenarios 
has often been contentious (Báldi, 2003; De Biasi et al. 2003; Giangrande, 2003; Terlizzi 
et al. 2003; Heino & Soininen, 2007). According to Giangrande (2003), the implications of 
taxonomic sufficiency in conservation biology can lead to inaccuracy of biodiversity 
evaluation such as the a priori exclusion of some entities before their role in ecology has 
been understood. 
Other reasons why species level identification is neglected include the fact that sample 
collection can damage organisms so diagnostic morphological features are lost, or that 
individuals may be in a life history stage or of a sex that does not have diagnostic 
morphological characters to separate it from other species. Furthermore, there has been a 
decline in the number of expert taxonomists available for species identification. 
Governments, through the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), have acknowledged 
the existence of a "taxonomic impediment" to the sound management of biodiversity (see    Using molecular tools to differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium    2
http://www.cbd.int/gti/default.shtml). This term is used to describe the gaps in knowledge 
in our taxonomic system, the shortage of trained taxonomists and curators and the impact 
these deficiencies have on our ability to manage and conserve biological diversity. The 
taxonomic impediment represents a major problem in light of the biodiversity crisis and the 
greater need for biodiversity studies. The Global Taxonomy Initiative (GTI), set up under 
the CBD, provides a framework to address the taxonomic impediment. Although existing 
taxonomic practices have served us well for many years they are clearly inadequate for 
the challenges that lie ahead in biodiversity and conservation management. One way to 
overcome the taxonomic impediment, although highly controversial (see Lipscomb et al., 
2003; Seberg et al., 2003; Moritz & Cicero, 2004 and Ebach and Holdredge, 2005), is to 
facilitate species identification using molecular taxonomy where DNA is used as a marker 
for species identification. This concept, known as DNA Barcoding, aims to provide an 
efficient method for species-level identification and it is thought that it will provide a 
powerful tool for taxonomic and biodiversity research (Hajibabaei et al. 2007). 
1.1  Molecular taxonomy and DNA barcoding 
Traditional taxonomy is built around morphological variations between species, with 
systematic inferences based upon shared physical characters. In molecular taxonomy, on 
the other hand, proteins and genes are used to determine evolutionary relationships. It 
has long been accepted that DNA sequence diversity can be used to discriminate species, 
with mitochondrial DNA approaches, in particular, dominating molecular systematics since 
the late 1970s (Avise 1994). The percentage of DNA that is similar in different species is 
taken into consideration and compared with the morphological characters. Animal 
genomes are huge and present a potentially endless supply of evolutionary and 
systematic information.  
Molecular taxonomy has a long history in morphologically ‘simple’ groups such as 
bacteria, viruses and fungi. Recently, several authors have argued that a similar model 
might profitably be used in the animal world (Baker et al. 2003, Blaxter and Floyd 2003, 
Hebert et al. 2003, Proudlove and Wood 2003, Tautz et al. 2002). Cited strengths include 
the potential universality and objective nature of DNA data as taxonomic information, the 
usefulness of molecular data in animal groups characterized by morphological cryptic 
characters and the use of DNA sequence information to determine otherwise 
‘unidentifiable’ biological material (such as incomplete specimens or immature 
specimens). 
Tautz et al. made the case for a DNA-based taxonomic system, proposing that it ‘will 
provide a new scaffold for our accumulated taxonomic knowledge and a reliable tool for 
species identification and description’ (Tautz et al. 2002). The main problem besetting a 
molecular-based taxonomic approach is the variety of markers employed by different 
laboratories for different taxonomic groups. It was Hebert et al. (2003) who recently 
proposed consolidating the disparity of genetic loci to a single gene sequence that would 
be sufficient to differentiate the vast majority of metazoan species. The cytochrome c 
oxidase subunit 1 (coxI) mitochondrial DNA gene has been advocated as the global 
bioidentification inventory system for animals. It is approximately 650 nucleotide base 
pairs (bp) long in most groups; a very short sequence compared with the 3 billion bp in the  
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human genome. These inventory systems could be used to estimate genetic variation and 
species diversity, even where no prior morphologically discriminating features are 
available.  
DNA barcodes, as currently applied, are species identifiers, and empirical support for the 
barcoding concept comes from pilot projects involving invertebrates, fish and birds (Hebert 
et al. 2004a, Hebert et al. 2004b, Smith et al. 2005, Ward et al. 2005b). This 
discrimination of selected taxa assumes that DNA variation within species is much lower 
(10 fold or less) than between species (Hebert et al. 2004b). In addition to the pilot 
projects above, DNA barcoding systems are now being established for plants, 
macroalgae, fungi and protists (see Hajibabaei et al. 2007 and references there in). The 
utility of the DNA barcoding approach needs to be tested more broadly, particularly in 
biologically complex situations where lineages are composed of closely related species or 
are affected by a complicated evolutionary history of gene trees (Hebert et al. 2004a, 
Hebert et al. 2003, Hebert et al. 2004b, Smith et al. 2005, Ward et al. 2005a). This project 
aims to assess the ability of DNA barcoding using the coxI mitochondrial DNA gene to 
differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium and support its use in 
taxonomic studies. 
Further information on DNA barcoding initiatives can be found at the Consortium for the 
Barcode of Life website at http://www.barcoding.si.edu/DNABarCoding.htm and the 
Canadian Centre for Barcoding website at http://www.dnabarcoding.ca/. The sites contain 
information on countries and personnel involved in different barcoding initiatives, 
laboratory protocols, links to public reference libraries of species identifiers which could be 
used to assign unknown specimens to known species, publications and latest news, 
events and developments on DNA barcoding.  
1.2 Objective 
This study investigated the feasibility of using DNA barcodes to differentiate closely 
related blackfly species of the genus Simulium. Great Britain is currently home to 33 
morphospecies of blackfly many of which are morphologically close to other species and 
have been the cause of much systematic revision. In addition to evaluating the use of 
DNA barcodes in species identification, a non-destructive DNA extraction method was 
developed to preserve voucher specimens that will allow a complete morphological 
classification to be carried after DNA extraction.  
If this project could demonstrate that molecular approaches (Environment Agency, 2003) 
could be used to improve species identification of difficult to identify taxa then their scope 
and potential application could be extended to target other organisms assessed during 
water quality monitoring and biodiversity surveys with the aim of reducing cost, increasing 
efficiency and providing more comprehensive data of improved quality.    Using molecular tools to differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium    4
2 A  non-destructive  DNA 
extraction: retaining voucher 
specimens for barcoding 
projects 
2.1 Introduction 
Finding an effective DNA barcode for an individual species involves accurate taxonomic 
identification and the retention of voucher specimens for future morphological studies. 
Once a species division has been identified, returning to such voucher specimens may 
yield reliable diagnostic characters, which may previously have been regarded as a 
morphological variation within the species. Unfortunately, extracting DNA from samples of 
small insects (such as Simuliidae) often destroys them, particularly in the immature 
stages, thus sacrificing the entire specimen in order to obtain sufficient DNA for PCR and 
subsequent sequencing. Therefore, linking the voucher specimen with the corresponding 
DNA barcode requires photo-documentation prior to DNA extraction.  
Preserving the entire voucher specimen would allow a complete morphological 
classification to be carried out after DNA extraction. In addition, many extractions utilise 
noxious chemicals such as phenol or chloroform and are labour intensive. Here we 
present a rapid, non-destructive, chemical-free DNA extraction method, which we have 
used to determine coxI barcodes for the Blandford fly Simulium posticatum Meigen and 
Simulium erythrocephalum.  
2.2  Materials and methods 
Simulium posticatum was collected on 2 May 2006 from two sites in Oxfordshire: the River 
Cherwell at Upper Heyford (O.S. grid reference SP492260) and the River Evenlode at 
Long Hanborough (O.S. grid reference SP420148). Simulium erythrocephalum was 
collected on 6 October 2006 from Upper Heyford. Larvae and pupae were manually 
removed from trailing vegetation before being fixed in 95 per cent ethanol. In the case of 
S. erythrocephalum, eight adults were reared from pupae using a standard protocol 
(Davies 1968). Prior to DNA extraction, the specimens were washed in sterile distilled 
water and air dried. The mass of each S. posticatum blackfly was recorded and then the 
fly was submerged in 50µl of sterile distilled water in a 1.5ml Eppendorf tube and 
transferred to ice.  
Samples were placed in a sonicating water bath (Dawe Sonicleaner, Dawe Instruments) 
for 30s periods and chilled on ice for 60s between consecutive sonications. A range of 
treatment times were tested, from one sonication (30s) to eight sonications (240s). For 
each treatment time, eight individual larvae and eight individual pupae were used for the  
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DNA extraction and the results were compared with the corresponding number of non-
sonication controls.  
Each set of eight S. posticatum specimens consisted of four representatives from each of 
the two populations. After sonication, the specimens were checked for the preservation of 
diagnostic characters, including cephalic apotome markings, the postgenal cleft of the 
larval head, and the gill filaments and cocoon of the pupae (Bass 1998). Voucher 
specimens were stored in ethanol at -20°C. The concentration and purity of the DNA was 
determined using a GeneQuant pro spectrophotometer (Biochrom Ltd). For S. 
erythrocephalum, eight individuals from each life history stage were used for the DNA 
extractions. All 24 individuals were sonicated for a total period of 2 minutes before being 
returned to 80 per cent ethanol and stored at -20ºC. The DNA was used directly for PCR, 
along with the DNA from S. posticatum.  
A 658bp region of the coxI gene was amplified using PCR. The total reaction volume was 
50µl, comprising 1µl DNA, the primers LCO1490 (5'-GGT CAA CAA ATC ATA AAG ATA 
TTG G-3') and HCO2198 (5'-TAA ACT TCA GGG TGA CCA AAA AAT CA-3') (Folmer et 
al. 1994) at a concentration of 1µM each, 0.5µl dNTPs (40mM mix; Bioline), 0.5µl BSA 
(10mg ml-1; New England Biolabs), 5µl 10 x Taq buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) and 0.5µl Taq 
(Sigma-Aldrich)/PFU (Promega) (10:1 ratio) DNA polymerase mix. The thermal cycling 
was carried out on a PTC-225 Tetrad thermal cycler (MJ Research) as follows: 94°C for 2 
minutes; 35 cycles of: 94°C for 30s, 49°C for 30s, 72°C for 2 minutes; 72°C for 10 
minutes.  
The presence of PCR product was determined by running samples on a 1 per cent 
agarose gel stained with ethidium bromide. Quantification of PCR product was carried out 
using a Bioanalyser and the product was purified using the Qiagen gel extraction kit 
(Qiagen Ltd). PCR products were cloned into the pGEM Easy T vector (Promega) and 
sequenced in one direction on an ABI 377 automated sequencer (Applied Biosystems) 
using the Big Dye v.3 sequencing kit. Sequences were edited and aligned using 
Sequencher 4.5 (Gene Codes Corp.) and then compared with coxI sequences previously 
obtained for S. posticatum samples from the River Stour, Spetisbury, Dorset (O.S. grid 
reference ST912030). These sequences were derived using a Ish-Horowicz destructive 
DNA extraction method (Ish-Horowicz 1982).  
2.3  Results and discussion 
The yield of DNA obtained from larval specimens of S. posticatum was clearly higher 
when sonication was employed, compared with the non-sonication control (Figure 2.1A). 
The mean yield rose from 497.2ng/mg insect in the control samples to 1326.3ng/mg insect 
after 30s of sonication. The optimum yield of DNA was observed after 60s of sonication 
(1580.3ng/mg insect), with the yield steadily decreasing for longer periods of sonication 
(to 1502.1ng/mg insect after 120s and 1414.7ng/mg insect after 240s).  
These values, however, were not found to be significant using a standard two-tailed T-test 
assuming equal variance (P=0.813 and 0.619 respectively). It is suggested, therefore, that 
although more DNA is released for sonication times greater than 60s, the DNA already 
present in the samples will be more prone to sheering. As such, the total amount of DNA    Using molecular tools to differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium    6
available may not change significantly, due to variation in the absorbance calculations for 
different size ranges of DNA.  
The purity of the DNA samples clearly decreased with increased sonication, although the 
non-sonication control proved to be an exception (Figure 2.1B). The Genequant 
spectrophotometer does not give a definitive purity value, but it allows comparisons 
between samples of a given type. The 260nm/280nm absorbance ratio has been used as 
an indication of the level of protein and other contaminants in the DNA samples. A value 
of 1.8 or above is considered to be free of contaminating protein. The purity of the DNA 
samples decreased from a value of 2.10 after 60s of sonication to 1.54 after 240s of 
sonication, further suggesting that a sonication time of 60s is optimal for this DNA 
extraction process. Increased sonication time allows more proteins to be released from 
the insect into the surrounding water, thereby decreasing the 260nm/280nm ratio. 
PCR was used to amplify a 658bp region of coxI in all the S. posticatum DNA samples. 
Those samples obtained from larvae that had not been sonicated yielded no PCR product 
(Figure 2.1C). Thus, whilst sonication did appear to increase the likelihood of getting a 
PCR product, the duration of sonication did not appear to have any great effect. Indeed, 
although the greatest yield of DNA was obtained for the 60s treatment time, the same 
number of PCR products was observed for both the 30s and 240s sonication times (six 
out of a possible eight in all cases). Only samples obtained after 120s sonication yielded 
fewer PCR products (four out of eight). Sequencing indicated that the amplified fragments 
were indeed from Simuliidae DNA. Comparing these sequences with S. posticatum 
sequences obtained using a destructive DNA extraction method (data not shown) 
confirmed that the correct DNA barcode could be obtained with this non-destructive 
method of DNA extraction.  
PCR product was obtained from sonication-extracted DNA for 60–75 per cent of the S. 
erythrocephalum specimens (Figure 3.1C). All life history stages were amplified, 
illustrating the versatility of this process in blackfly DNA barcoding projects. Three 
individuals, representing each life stage, were sequenced and were confirmed to be S. 
erythrocephalum based upon sequence identity to material collected from a second site in 
Oxfordshire (River Ock Bridge, Oxforfordshire, 10 April 2006; OS grid ref. SU399956). Not 
all specimens were amenable to this process of extraction, however, possibly due to the 
presence of inhibitors, the release of insufficient amounts of DNA or excessive shearing of 
the DNA during the sonication process.  
Success rates are variable with all DNA extraction protocols and we anticipate this 
method being employed as an initial screening for high-throughput barcoding or 
population genetics studies. The 70 per cent success rate for this extraction method is, we 
feel, offset by the speed and cost effectiveness of the process. With abundant specimens 
such as blackflies, this extraction method could be used as part of a rapid screen, with 
successful specimens selected for subsequent DNA barcode analysis. 
A rapid non-destructive method for DNA extraction from small insects has been described. 
In essence, sonication in water allowed the release of sufficient DNA for use in barcoding 
exercises. No clean-up step is required prior to amplification and sequencing, as is 
required for another non-destructive method for extracting DNA from insects (Pons 2006), 
making it possible to extract DNA of sufficient quality in minutes. The post-sonication  
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specimens are maintained intact, making it possible to identify diagnostic morphological 
characteristics.  
It is proposed that this extraction method will allow rapid amplification and sequencing of 
molecular barcodes, and make it possible to associate individual barcodes with the 
voucher specimens from which they were obtained. It should also make it possible to 
confirm the classical morphological taxonomy currently in place and, indeed, determine 
whether cryptic or sibling species exist. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 Non-destruction DNA extraction protocol 
A. CoxI PCR amplification of 24 specimens of S. posticatum from sonication extracted 
DNA. Eight replicate specimens were used for five different sonication durations, from no-
sonication through to 240s. B. Plot showing amount of DNA extracted for each specimen 
and the purity of the DNA obtained. C. CoxI PCR amplification of 24 specimens of S. 
erythrocephalum from sonication-extracted DNA. Numbers indicate specimens 
sequenced. 
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3  DNA barcoding the blackfly 
fauna of Britain (Diptera: 
Simuliidae) 
3.1 Introduction 
Here, we examine whether DNA barcoding can be used to discriminate the blackfly fauna 
of Britain. Approximately 1,800 simuliid species are listed as valid, based upon current 
knowledge, constituting about 2 per cent of all dipteran species. The British blackfly fauna 
is currently composed of 33 morphospecies and at least three cytospecies complexes 
(Table 3.1) (Bass 1998, Bass et al. 1995, Crosskey 1991, Post et al. 2007).  
The majority of species recognised in the British Isles can be identified as adults (Davies 
1966, Davies 1968), but immature stages are more problematic and morphological 
homoplasy is a frequent issue with these closely related species. This can impact in a 
number of ways. Grouping species into a higher taxonomic classification, such as species 
group or subgenera, can result in an underestimation of true biodiversity and, potentially, 
a failure to detect perturbations in community structure. 
We present an evaluation of coxI profiles for 32 of the 33 species of British blackfly, most 
of which have been examined from multiple specimens, with the principle objective of 
ascertaining whether DNA barcoding using coxI gene can achieve unambiguous species 
identification in blackflies.   
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Table 3.1  Inventory of British blackflies (Diptera: Simuliidae) 
  Tribe Genus Subgenus  Species 
1 Prosimulini  Metacnephia  -  Metacnephia amphora Ladle & Bass, 1975 
2 Prosimulini  Prosimulium Prosimulium  Prosimulium  hirtipes Fries, 1824 
3 Prosimulini  Prosimulium Prosimulium  Prosimulium  latimucro Enderlein, 1925 
4 Prosimulini  Prosimulium Prosimulium  Prosimulium  tomosvaryi Enderlein, 1921 
5 Simulini  Simulium Hellichiella Simulium  latipes Meigen, 1804 
6 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  armoricanum Doby & David, 1961 
7 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  angustitarse Lundström 1911 
8 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  costatum Friederichs, 1920 
9 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  cryophilum Rubtsov, 1959 
10 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  dunfellense Davies, 1966 
11 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  juxtacrenobium Bass & Brockhouse, 1990 
12 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  lundstromi Enderlein, 1921 
13 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  urbanum Davies, 1966 
14 Simulini  Simulium Nevermannia  Simulium  vernum Macquart, 1826 
15 Simulini  Simulium Eusimulium Simulium  angustipes Edwards, 1915 
16 Simulini  Simulium Eusimulium Simulium  aureum Fries, 1824 
17 Simulini  Simulium Eusimulium Simulium  velutinum Santos Abreu, 1922 
18 Simulini  Simulium Eusimulium Simulium  petricolumRivosecci 1963 
19 Simulini  Simulium Wilhelmia  Simulium  equinum Linnaeus, 1758 
20 Simulini  Simulium Wilhelmia  Simulium  lineatum Meigen, 1804 
21 Simulini  Simulium Wilhelmia  Simulium  pseudequinum Séguy, 1921 
22 Simulini  Simulium Boophthora Simulium  erythrocephalum De Geer, 1776 
23 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  argyreatum Meigen, 1838 
24 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  intermedium Roubaud, 1906 
25 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  ornatum Meigen, 1818 
26 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  posticatum Meigen, 1838 
27 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  morsitans Edwards, 1915 
28 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  noelleri Friederichs, 1920 
29 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  reptans Linnaeus, 1758 
30 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  rostratum Lundström, 1911 
31 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  trifasciatum Curtis, 1839 
32 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  tuberosum Lundström, 1911 
33 Simulini  Simulium Simulium  Simulium  variegatum Meigen, 1818 
 
Compiled by Crosskey (1991), with the exception of a single revision (Bass et al. 1995) 
and the addition of a recently determined species, S. petricolum (Post et al. 2007).  
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3.2  Materials and methods 
Blackflies were collected primarily as larvae and pupae from a range of substrates, 
including rocks, trailing grass or reeds and fallen leaves and branches, along rivers and 
streams. Larvae and pupae from the same site were pooled together as one population, 
fixed in ethanol and returned to the laboratory. Pupae and larvae were identified to 
species level where possible using the key to the immature stages (Bass 1998). 
For each of the four Eusimulium species, an adult specimen was obtained by collecting 
pupae and rearing in tubes until the adults emerged and then identifying species based 
upon dissected genitalia (Bass 1985, Davies 1968). Members of the S. ornatum group (S. 
intermedium, S. ornatum and S. trifasciatum) were identified based upon pupal 
microtubules of the thoracic cuticle, the weave of the pupal cocoon and their geographical 
location. There are at least seven cytotypes within the S. ornatum group (Post 1980), but 
due to the time constraints of this study specimens were not examined chromosomally to 
establish cytotype and identification was only carried out to the species level. A single 
adult specimen of Simulium tuberosum, the 33rd species discovered in Britain, was found, 
upon analysis, to be misidentified and to be a member of the Simulium vernum complex.  
DNA was extracted using the non-destructive, sonication method that provided whole 
specimen voucher material from individuals less that one month old (see Section 2). Older 
material was extracted using either the method of Ish-Horowicz (Ish-Horowicz 1982) or 
the high pure PCR template kit (Roche), depending on the number and condition of the 
specimens. A 658bp fragment of the mitochondrial coxI gene was amplified using the 
primers LCO1490 5'-GGT CAA CAA ATC ATA AAG ATA TTG G-3' and HCO2198 5'-TAA 
ACT TCA GGG TGA CCA AAA AAT CA-3' (Folmer et al. 1994).  
PCR was performed in a total volume of 25µl containing 1X reaction buffer, 2.0mM MgCl2, 
0.2mM of each dNTP, 0.4µM of each primer, two units of Taq DNA polymerase (Sigma) 
and 0.5µL of DNA sample. The thermal cycling was carried out on a PTC-225 Tetrad* 
thermal cycler (MJ Research) and conditions consisted of: 94°C for 2 minutes; 35 cycles 
of: 94°C for 30s, 49°C for 30s, 72°C for 2 minutes; 72°C for 10 minutes. The presence or 
absence of PCR product was determined by running samples on a 1 per cent agarose gel 
stained with ethidium bromide.  
PCR products were cloned into the pGEM Easy T vector (Promega) and sequenced in 
one direction using M13F primer on an ABI 377 automated sequencer (Applied 
Biosystems) using the Big Dye v.3 sequencing kit. Sequences were edited and aligned 
using Sequencher 4.5 (Gene Codes Corp.). Sequence divergences were calculated using 
the Kimura two parameter (K2P) distance model (Kimura, 1980). Neighbor-joining (NJ) 
trees of K2P distances were created to provide a graphic representation of the patterning 
of divergence between species (Saitou and Nei 1987). In the three chosen subgenera of 
blackflies, bootstrapping was performed in MEGA3.1 (Kumar et al., 2004) with 1000 
replications.   
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3.3 Results 
We present results for all 32 species, followed by more detailed examinations of three 
subgenera of blackflies. These subgenera are: Nevermannia (nine species containing the 
vernum-complex within which S. naturale has been synonymised); Simulium (eight 
species); and Eusimulium, which contains three members of the S. aureum group and the 
recently reported species S. petricolum (Post et al. 2007).  
3.3.1 All  species 
A total of 32 species were analysed, and for each species up to nine specimens were 
examined, giving a total of 266 sequences. The full K2P/NJ tree is detailed in Appendix I 
and is presented in summary form as Figure 3.1. 
The coxI sequences were all 658bp long with no insertions, deletions or stop codons 
observed in any sequence. A continuous open reading frame is consistent with all 
amplified coxI sequences being ascribed functional mitochondrial gene status. Together 
with the fact that all amplified sequences were 658bp in length, this suggests that NUMTs 
(nuclear DNA sequences originating from mitochondrial DNA sequences) were not a part 
of our dataset (NUMTS are typically smaller than 600bp) (Zhang and Hewitt 1996).  
The average K2P distance of individuals within species was 0.86 per cent, compared with 
15.1 per cent between species (Figure 3.1). Overall, therefore, there was around 17 times 
more variation among congeneric species than among conspecific individuals. Mean 
divergence among species within subgenera increased to 4.24 per cent. 
Nucleotide composition averaged over all specimens showed an A–T bias (A = 27.7 per 
cent, T = 36.5 per cent, C = 18.8 per cent, G = 17.0 per cent). No significant variation was 
exhibited in the GC content of different subgenera (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). 
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Figure 3.1 Neighbor-joining tree of 256 coxI sequences from 32 blackfly species, 
using K2P distances 
 
Collapsed clades of multiple specimens of individual species are marked by a purple 
diamond. Bootstrap values greater than 50 shown. The three subgenera examined in 
more detail are highlighted in blue boxes.  
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Figure 3.2 Overlap between intra- and interspecific genetic variability for congruent 
sequences 
 
Table 3.2  Mean percentage base composition (with standard error), comparing 
coxI sequences of five simuliid subgenera 
        
Group  Number     % base composition   
 of  species  G  C  A  T 
          
Wilhelmia  3  17.66 ± 0.03  19.78 ± 0.10  28.00 ± 0.05  34.57 ± 0.09 
Prosimulium  3  17.39 ± 0.01  20.16 ± 0.03  27.14 ± 0.03  35.31 ± 0.06 
Eusimulium  4  16.99 ± 0.07  17.96 ± 0.10  28.89 ± 0.06  36.16 ± 0.08 
Nevermannia  9  16.93 ± 0.04  19.05 ± 0.19  27.36 ± 0.10  36.67 ± 0.12  
Simulium  9  16.61 ± 0.04  18.20 ± 0.09  27.25 ± 0.06  37.94 ± 0.08 
Simuliidae  32  17.03 ± 0.03  18.80 ± 0.07  27.71 ± 0.05  36.47 ± 0.09 
          
 
Table 3.3  GC content of the 1st, 2nd and 3rd codon positions (with standard error) 
in five simuliid subgenera 
      
Group  Number of   GC% per codon position 
 species  1st  2nd  3rd 
        
Wilhelmia  3  46.47 ± 0.06  43.31 ± 0.01  22.52 ± 0.30 
Prosimulium  3  49.36 ± 0.02  43.25 ± 0.02  20.08 ± 0.14 
Eusimulium  4  48.93 ± 0.09  43.32 ± 0.03  12.64 ± 0.21 
Nevermannia  9  47.23 ± 0.16  43.38 ± 0.03  17.30 ± 0.50 
Simulium  9  47.82 ± 0.13   43.34 ± 0.02  13.30 ± 0.27 
Simuliidae  32  47.55 ± 0.07  43.33 ± 0.01  16.60 ± 0.29 
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3.3.2 Subgenera Simulium  
We examined 10 of the 11 members of the subgenera Simulium, with one species, S. 
tuberosum, remaining unobtainable for the duration of the project. The majority of species 
were represented by multiple specimens (Figure 3.3). One species, S. trifasciatum, was 
represented by only one individual and was found to be a part of a S. ornatum subclade. 
Simulium reptans material was composed of two variants, and these produced 
monophyletic subclades with high bootstrap support and were therefore ascribed 
conspecific status.  
All assemblages of conspecific individuals had bootstrap values of around 99 per cent 
with the exception of the S. ornatum clade, which had a bootstrap value of 50 per cent. 
K2P nucleotide diversity within species was limited, ranging from 0.1 per cent to 3.9 per 
cent. For most species, individuals from two or more populations were examined. There 
was no obvious correlation between higher intraspecies diversity and greater geographical 
variation. Divergence between species was high, with an average K2P distance of 10.87 
per cent. K2P nucleotide diversity within species exhibited a broad range (1.5 per cent to 
13.1 per cent), with the lower value being found for the comparison between S. 
argyreatum and S. variegatum, which produced an unresolved assemblage. 
3.3.3 Subgenera  Eusimulium 
Members of the subgenus Eusimulium attack birds and are major vectors of the protozoan 
parasites Leucocytozoon (bird malaria) and Trypanosoma (bird trypanosomiasis) 
(Crosskey 1990). Four species of Eusimulium were collected from 20 different sites in 
Britain. The coxI region was sequenced from one verified adult of S. aureum and S. 
petricolum and two S. velutinum adults. All S. angustipes material was either larvae or 
pupae. In these stages, S. angustipes is indistinguishable from S. velutinum or S. 
petricolum, but was putatively ascribed species status based upon habitat. Immature 
specimens of Simulium aureum were ascribed to species-level based upon the 
morphological features reported by Bass (1998).  
A neighbor-joining tree analysis produced four major clades with high bootstrap values (99 
per cent). Each clade contained the identified adult specimen and a further clade 
contained all the putatively described S. angustipes specimens. One specimen, which 
was found in a small stream with S. angustipes and S. velutinum, was discovered to have 
an almost identical coxI barcode. Within distances ranging from 0.2–1.7 per cent, the 
latter resulted from what would appear to be two subclades in the S. velutinum 
assemblage. Divergence between species was relatively high, with an average K2P 
distance of 6.3 per cent and a range of 4.7–7.9 per cent. Comparative analysis of these 
sequences showed that the S. aureum group is genetically very similar to S. velutinum, 
with a between species average K2P distance of 4.7 per cent. S. angustipes material 
formed the most distant clade, with a between species average K2P distance of 7.2–7.9 
per cent for all three species.  
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Figure 3.3 K2P distance neighbor-joining tree of 45 coxI sequences from 10 species 
belonging to the subgenus Simulium  
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Figure 3.4 K2P distance neighbor-joining tree of 28 coxI sequences from four 
members of the Simulium aureum group belonging to the subgenera Eusimulium 
Bootstrap values greater than 50 shown for 1000 replicates. Species codes are followed 
by population codes and then by an individual identifier for specimens identified as adults 
(marked with an asterisk). All other material came from immature stages and could not be 
confidently ascribed to a specific species.  
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Figure 3.5 K2P distance neighbor-joining tree of 48 coxI sequences from eight 
species belonging to the subgenera Nevermannia  
Bootstrap values greater than 50 shown for 1000 replicates. Species codes are followed 
by population codes and then by an individual identifier.   
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3.3.4 Subgenera  Nevermannia 
Members of the subgenus Nevermannia are predominantly found in small streams and 
are rarely found in large rivers. There are 48 species of Nevermannia in Europe 
(http://www.faunaeur.org; Crosskey and Howard 2004). We examined all nine species of 
Nervermannia found in Britain; all except S. juxtacrenobium were represented by multiple 
sequences (Figure 3.5). Four principle clades were evident, supported by bootstrap 
values ranging from 79–100 per cent. A S. vernum clade was supported by a bootstrap 
value of 79 per cent and was composed of two S. vernum subclades and a S. 
armoricanum subclade. Fourteen verified S. vernum specimens from four geographically-
diverse populations were present in both S. vernum subclades. A S. costatum clade 
composed of sequences from two populations was supported by a bootstrap value of 100 
per cent. A S. cryophilum clade was composed of sequences derived from material that 
was morphologically identified as S. urbanum, S. dunfelense, S. cryophilum and S. 
armoricanum but was not resolved as separate lineages with coxI. Three subclades of the 
S. cryophilum group assemblage were designated I–III. A fourth clade was composed of 
S. lundstromi and S. angustitarse sequences, which, although separated, did not form 
monophyletic lineages. K2P nucleotide diversity within species ranged from 0 per cent to 
1.7 per cent, due to not all the species clustering as separate assemblages. This was 
most evident in the S. cryophilum and S. vernum assemblages. Divergence between 
species covered a wide range, with average interspecies K2P distances ranging from 1.00 
per cent to 14.8 per cent.  
3.4 Discussion 
Numerous biologists have argued that the future of descriptive taxonomy will ultimately 
depend upon the consolidation of traditional morphotaxonomy with new technology. Many 
ideas have been discussed (Godfray 2002), with attention recently focusing on the 
contribution of molecular taxonomy using DNA barcoding. Despite the acceptance that 
DNA sequences can uncontrovertibly assist in investigating disparate life history stages, 
the association of male and female specimens and cryptic diversity within a species, many 
biologists have questioned the resolution of DNA barcoding and its ability to augment 
traditional taxonomy.  
This study has strongly confirmed the ability of coxI barcodes to identify the majority of 
simuliid species in Britain. We sequenced (predominantly multiple) specimens of three 
genera: three Prosimulium species, one Metacnephia species and 18 Simulium species. 
Of the 32 species sequenced, 26 could subsequently be discriminated (81 per cent). All 
problematic taxa were found in the subgenera Simulium and Nevermannia. All the species 
were amplified with the standard barcoding primer pair and there was no need to optimise 
or redesign the primer sequence. 
Despite the frequency with which mtDNA loci were detected in nuclear DNA (NUMTs), we 
found no evidence of coxI sequences originating from the nuclear genome. A review of 
the occurrence of NUMTs in plant and animal genomes found no evidence of NUMTs in 
the genome of the mosquito Anopheles gambiae, which is the closest dipteran genome to 
the Simuliidae (Richly and Leister 2004). However, three NUMTs have been reported in  
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the genome of Drosophila melanogaster and this highlights the need for vigilance in 
examining insect amplicons for potential pseudogene status (Bensasson et al. 2001).  
Although DNA barcode analysis seeks only to delineate species boundaries, there is 
clearly some phylogenetic information in coxI sequence data. For instance, the four major 
subgenera were present as monophyletic clades with high bootstrap values. The 
members of the Prosimulium and Metacnephia, along with one species of the genus 
Simulium (S. latipes), formed an assemblage basal to the Simulium clades. S. latipes is 
classified as a member of the subgenus Hellichiella and is the only species of this 
subgenus found in Britain. Only two sequences were available at the time of analysis; 
further phylogenetic studies will require not only more material from this species but also 
more material from other species in the Hellichiella, in order to resolve its relationship 
within the Simuliidae.  
Nevertheless, it is not possible to recover the true phylogeny of Simuliidae by conducting 
K2P and neighbor-joining analysis on a 658bp fragment of mitochondrial DNA. Extensive 
phylogenetic studies have been conducted on simuliid species employing loci such as 
28S rDNA, EF-1alpha, DDC, PEPCK, and 12S rDNA (Moulton 2000, Moulton 2003). 
Considerably more information from other gene regions (including nuclear genes) should 
be included in an analysis. Additional analytic methods should also be deployed, including 
maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and minimum evolution (Moulton 2000, Moulton 
2003)  
Barcoding discriminated all the blackfly species from the subgenera Boopthora, 
Eusimulium, Helichelia, Prosimulium and Wilhelmia, as well as Metacnephia amphora, 
and would clearly be capable of unambiguously identifying all life stages: larvae, pupae 
and adults, and, potentially, egg masses. However, we were unable to resolve 
unambiguously all species from the subgenus Nevermannia and Simulium. Theoretical 
arguments for and against DNA barcodes often debate the overlap between intraspecific 
and interspecific genetic variabilities (Stoeckle 2003, Ward et al. 2005a, Will and Rubinoff 
2004). In Diptera, extensive overlap (up to 15.5 per cent) has been shown and many (99 
per cent) of the pairwise distances for congeneric sequences fall into the area of overlap 
(Meier et al. 2006).  
We found a much less extensive overlap in this study. Although some overlap does exist, 
it is clearly only a small proportion of the total pairwise comparisons. This overlap can be 
associated with the closely related taxa that fail to resolve using the discrimination criteria 
employed in this study. One such species, S. trifasciatum, was represented by only one 
individual, which was found to be part of a S. ornatum subclade. As the distance between 
these two subclades is quite extensive, it may be possible that S. trifasciatum is 
represented by more than one individual and that the S. ornatum subclade that it belongs 
to contains other S. trifasciatum specimens.  
S. ornatum and S. trifasciatum can only be separated at the adult and pupal stage by the 
presence of either round or pointed micro-tubercles on the thoracic cuticle. The S. 
ornatum specimens were represented by larvae and designated S. ornatum through 
association with habitat and rivers. S. trifasciatum is only found in small streams and is 
much rarer than S. ornatum. This means that it cannot be discounted that the specimens 
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however, that introgression occurred between S. trifasciatum and S. ornatum (S. ornatum 
was also found at the Pyrton site).  
The sequences from the S. ornatum clade may therefore be all S. ornatum and are 
divided into two subclades of the same morphospecies. The two subclades are well 
supported by bootstrap values of 99 per cent, but extensive K2P distances between the 
two subclades (5.2 per cent) support the theory that these two subclades are separate 
species. It is, however, still unclear as to whether these are in fact S. ornatum and S. 
trifasciatum or whether they are both S. ornatum, which has been shown to comprise at 
least four different cytotypes. If these specimens are all true S. ornatum then the 
subclades may, in fact, associate with two of the four cytotypes. Due to the problems 
associated with chromosome analysis (redundancy of specimens, length of time and 
expertise required), it was not possible to analyse cytotyped material within the limited 
timeframe of the project. We anticipate in the future evaluating a larger dataset of S. 
ornatum specimens to investigate the correlation between cytotype and DNA barcode. 
Two further species, S. argyreatum and S. variegatum, were unresolved within the 
Simulium subgenes. Controversy surrounds these two species. The principle method of 
defining them is pupal variation, in the form of the presence or absence of patagia on the 
thorax, along with adult characteristics (Davies 1966). Up until recently, larvae were 
discriminated based upon the contrast between apotome markings and the base colour of 
the head capsule. This was later revised by Bass, who concluded that it was an unreliable 
taxonomic character state for these two species (Bass 1998). In other species, the 
presence of patagia has been questioned as a reliable taxonomic character (R.J. Post 
personal communication). A much larger number of specimens, comprising all life history 
stages, need to be studied in order to establish the status of these two closely related 
species.  
The most positive support for DNA barcoding came from the subgenus Eusimulium. Here, 
all the species of the S. aureum group are predominantly morphologically identical and 
can only truly be resolved using adult morphology and cytotaxonomy of the larvae. We 
have shown clear demarcations of these species using DNA barcodes and have also 
produced a preliminary population survey of sites in Britain. As a result, a second site for 
S. petricolum, which is a recently determined species and new to Britain, has been 
identified. This new site will provide more information about the ecology, morphology and 
species range of this species in Britain. 
The subgenera Nevermannia is inherently problematic to resolve morphologically. Most of 
the specimens studied were larvae and head capsules were retained as voucher 
specimens for the majority of individuals. Re-examining some of this material caused 
some reassessment of species status. We believe that a number of unresolved species 
were a result of intraspecies morphological variation overlapping with diagnostic 
characters for other species, in particular S. cryophilum and S. dunfellense. Material 
initially regarded as one species was often revised as a result of molecular analysis and 
then morphological reassessed.  
S. dunfellense remains to be resolved successfully and the two sites where S. dunfellense 
was identified will probably be revisited in order to provide more material for future 
analysis. Also problematic within the Nevermannia were the specimens of S. urbanum.  
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Three individual specimens of S. urbanum were collected from the type locality (Stanmore 
Common, North London) by the author. This material was identified by the author as S. 
urbanum and this identification verified by Roger Crosskey (Natural History Museum). S. 
urbanum was insufficiently resolved from the other specimens of S. cryophilum, and one 
individual from Latchmore brook in the New Forest appeared to be more closely related to 
S. cryophilum than to the material from Stanmore Common. It is possible that S. urbanum 
from Latchmore Brook may have been misidentified or that coxI is unable to resolve these 
closely related species. Certainly, S. urbanum is only found in a few locations in southern 
England. It may therefore be a morphological variant of S. cryophilum or there may be 
introgression between S. cryophilum and S. urbanum. This is a possibility, as S. 
cryophilum has also been reported at Stanmore Common (R. Crosskey personal 
communication). However, further work on additional material from a number of sites is 
required in order to verify this claim. 
It was interesting to note that S. vernum formed two distinct monophyletic subclades, 
divided by the S. armoricanum assemblage. Based upon chromosome studies, S. vernum 
is known to be a species complex, composed of at least four cytospecies in Britain 
(Brockhouse 1985). The two S. vernum subclades could very well correspond to 
cytospecies groupings. For the Nevermannia specimens, cytological verification of 
material was not carried out. This was because of problems associated with preservation 
and the limited application to life stages (chromosomal preparations can only be 
conducted on late instar larvae), as well as the cytotaxonomic expertise required to 
validate specimens. Nevertheless, the coxI results are not congruent with cytological 
studies.  
Specimens from all three populations – two of which, ‘Olli’ and ‘Goos’, were from southern 
England – were divided into the two subclades. Cytological studies found that only one 
cytotype, ‘Knebworth’, predominated in southern England, with the exception of a few 
locations that contained different cytotypes (‘Dorset IIs-1’, ‘Lymington’ and ‘Dorset IIs-
2+3’). The specimens that were morphologically described as S. armoricanum were 
collected from Dartmoor and may represent a new form of S. vernum. Morphological, 
cytological and genetic studies of these populations will be required to validate the identity 
of these specimens. 
The strength of a molecular taxonomic system depends on the resolving power of the 
identification. Despite the limitations of DNA barcodes illustrated herein, it is also clear 
that such sequences can provide strong support to resolve the unsubstantiated taxanomic 
status of certain species. In our analysis, Simulium reptans (Linnaeus 1758) formed two 
monophyletic clades, which were founded upon the presence of two variants of this 
species in our dataset. Since 1920, Simulium reptans in Britain has been reported as 
exhibiting two different larval morphotypes: a typical S. reptans and an atypical S. reptans 
var. galeratum, which differ in the markings of the larval head capsule (Edwards 1920). 
The sequences form two principle clades: one composed of all typical S. reptans larvae 
(plus three undefined pupae from the River Teifi) and a second clade composed of all var. 
galeratum larvae (plus seven unknown pupae from the River Teifi).  
This shallow within-clade and deep between-clade divergence suggests the existence of 
significant genetic differentiation between two distinct populations, which correspond 
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existence of two distinct species, corresponding to S. reptans and S. galeratum (both 
sensu Edwards). The average intraspecific K2P distance for S. galeratum and S. reptans 
was very low (0.67 per cent and 0.78 per cent respectively), with the K2P distances 
between species (mean 7.06 per cent) being nine to 10-fold greater. The intra- and 
interspecific genetic variability between S. reptans and S. galeratum were similar to the 
normal 10-fold difference established by Hebert et al. (2004). This observation has been 
examined in more detail elsewhere (Day et al. 2006). 
The various unresolved questions about specimen identification that are briefly presented 
in this report (for the species S. cryophilum, S. urbanum, S. variegatum, S. argyreatum, S. 
trifasciatum and S. ornatum) indicate the need for extensive morphological and molecular 
studies on all life stages of these species. They also highlight the importance of retaining 
voucher specimens wherever possible, or at least retaining an e-voucher photograph. 
While we retained a single voucher specimen from the same population for the majority of 
species discussed herein, along with the head capsules of larvae and in some instances 
the gill filaments of the pupae, other samples were destroyed in the extraction process. 
The size and age of some of the specimens necessitated the destruction of the entire 
specimen to maximise the amount of recovered DNA. Retaining large numbers of 
specimens as vouchers will require significant curation and bioinformatic facilities, which 
will be implemented for future studies of blackfly DNA barcodes.  
This study presents a representative DNA barcoding study of the blackfly fauna of Britain 
and highlights the areas necessary for future study, in order to establish the extent to 
which coxI can resolve all blackfly species. Certainly, at present, DNA barcoding can 
justifiably be employed to resolve around 80 per cent of the British blackfly fauna. 
Examination of the subgenus Nevermannia and Simulium has shown that more 
taxonomic, as well as molecular analysis is required to resolve these unresolved species. 
A paucity of taxonomic information is available on this group of species and cytological 
data is only available for larva. It is not therefore possible to correlate cytotype with the 
pupal or adult stages. Nevertheless, DNA barcodes can be made available for all life 
stages. With broader collaboration and expert morphological analysis, DNA barcodes will 
greatly benefit biodiversity surveys of blackfly taxa throughout the world.  
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4 Conclusion 
At present it is not possible to advocate a DNA barcoding system that can accurately 
identify all members within a blackfly community en masse. It is, however, possible to 
identify many species in certain life history stages that cannot be resolved based on 
morphology. The strength of a molecular taxonomic system depends on the resolving 
power of the identification. Despite the limitations of DNA barcodes illustrated in this 
report, it is clear that such sequences can provide strong support to resolve the 
unsubstantiated taxonomic status of certain species. Furthermore, such an approach does 
not require extensive taxonomist training and is a useful addition to existing tools available 
for species identification. 
DNA barcoding is one of many molecular methods that may be useful to improve or 
complement existing methods used within the Environment Agency and the choice would 
be dependent on the subsequent application. Other methods such as DNA arrays (micro 
and macro), Quantitative Real-time PCR and DNA profiling techniques (see Environment 
Agency (2003) for an overview of methods) have the potential to fulfil the Environment 
Agency’s commitments to biodiversity and monitoring in both aquatic and terrestrial 
systems. The pace at which these methods are being refined is great as is their 
throughput. The only way we can test the feasibility and resolution of these methods is to 
test them in small proof-of-concept studies. 
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Glossary 
 
Amplicon: A piece of DNA that has been synthesised using an amplification technique, 
such as the polymerase chain reaction (see below). 
 
Amplification: an increase in the number of copies of a specific DNA fragment. 
 
Bootstrap: A statistical procedure for achieving a better estimate of the parametric 
variance of a distribution. It involves sampling with replacement from the original sample 
to produce a pseudoreplicate with the same dimensions as the original. 
 
Clade: See monophyly. 
 
Conspecific: A term used to describe two or more individual organisms, populations or 
taxa that are thought to belong to the same species. 
 
Cryptic species complex: In biology, a group of species that satisfy the scientific 
definition of species – they are reproductively isolated from each other – but are not 
morphologically distinguishable. The individual species within the complex can only be 
separated using non-morphological data, such as provided by DNA sequence analysis 
and chromosome banding, or thorough life history studies. 
 
Cytochrome c oxidase: A large transmembrane protein complex that is the terminal 
electron acceptor in the electron transport chain used by mitochondria and bacteria. 
 
Cytology: The study of cells and their functions. 
 
DNA (Deoxyribonucleic Acid): the molecule that encodes genetic information. DNA is a 
double-stranded helix held together by bonds between pairs of nucleotides. 
 
DNA barcoding: A taxonomic method that uses a short genetic marker in an organism's 
DNA to quickly and easily identify it as belonging to a particular species. The specific 
locus selected for barcoding is a region of the gene coding for the cytochrome oxidase I 
subunit. 
 
Gene: a length of DNA which codes for a particular protein, or in certain cases a 
functional or structural RNA molecule. 
 
Genome: all the genetic material in the chromosomes of a particular organism; its size is 
generally given as its total number of base pairs. 
 
Kimura 2-parameter: This is a measure of the distance (difference) between two genetic 
sequences. It was established by Kimura (1980) and corrects for differences in the rates 
of transition and transversion.  
 
Locus: A fixed position on a chromosome, such as a specific gene. 
 
Macroarray: A low-density array of DNA molecules used for parallel hybridisation 
analysis (see microarray). 
 
Microarray: a component of a device for screening genomic or cDNA. The array is a 
small glass slide or other solid surface on which thousands of immobilized 
oligodeoxynucleotide probes have been synthesized or robotically deposited in a  
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predetermined array, so that automated recording of fluorescence from each of the spots 
may score successful hybridizations. An array may be designed for the detection of all 
known genes of a species or selected specific sequences.  
 
Mitochondria: A membrane-enclosed organelle found in most eukaryotic cells. They are 
described as ‘cellular power plants’, because they convert food molecules into energy in 
the form of ATP (adenosine triphosphate) via the process of oxidative phosphorylation. A 
eukaryotic cell contains about 2,000 mitochondria. Mitochondria contain DNA that is 
independent of the DNA located in the cell nucleus.  
 
Molecular taxonomy: The use of proteins and genes to determine evolutionary 
relationships. The percentage of DNA that is similar in species is taken into consideration. 
 
Monophyly (monophyletic group): A group composed of a most recent common 
ancestor and all its descendants, also known as a clade. 
 
Morphology: The study of an organism’s shape and form. 
 
Neighbor-joining: A taxonomic method developed by Saitou and Nei (1987) that does 
not require that all lineages have diverged by equal amounts. The method is especially 
suited for datasets that comprise lineages with widely varying rates of evolution. It can be 
used in combination with methods that allow correction for superimposed substitutions. 
 
Polymerase chain reaction (PCR): A molecular biological technique for enzymatically 
replicating a target region of DNA, thereby allowing a small amount of DNA to be amplified 
exponentially. PCR, on the whole, is an in vitro technique and is not limited by the form of 
DNA used as a target. It can be extensively modified to conduct a wide variety of genetic 
manipulations. The region of interest is targeted using short homologous pieces of DNA, 
known as primers, that anneal to the region of interest. An enzyme, DNA polymerase, 
then reproduces the region of DNA between the primers.  
 
Primer: Short pre-existing polynucleotide chain to which new deoxyribonucleotides can 
be added by DNA polymerase. 
 
Real-time PCR (or Quantitative PCR): is an enormously powerful tool for the specific 
logarithmic amplification of known sequences of DNA. If the amplification is monitored 
continuously or in real time, a linear relationship can be established between the log of the 
starting concentration and the point at which product reaches a critical threshold (within 
the logarithmic section of amplification). Using appropriate standards, this allows a 
calibration curve to be generated over 6 orders of magnitude of template. Many different 
chemistries and platforms have been developed to allow real time monitoring of the PCR 
reaction. 
 
Simuliidae: The family of dipteran insects commonly known as blackflies (also known as 
buffalo gnats or turkey gnats). Like mosquitoes, female blackflies gain nourishment for 
their egg development by sucking the blood of other animals. They are usually small, 
black or grey, with short legs and antennae. They are a common nuisance for humans 
and spread several diseases, including river blindness, in Africa and America. 
 
Species: Groups of populations (which are groups of individuals living together that are 
separated from other such groups) which can potentially interbreed or are actually 
interbreeding, that can successfully produce viable, fertile offspring (without the help of 
human technology). 
 
Taq polymerase: A heat-stable DNA polymerase that is normally used in the polymerase 
chain reaction. It was isolated from Thermus aquaticus.    Using molecular tools to differentiate closely related blackfly species of the genus Simulium    30
 
Taxonomy: The science of naming, describing and classifying organisms. Taxonomy 
forms part of the field of systematics, which establishes the evolutionary relationships 
between organisms.  
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Appendix I continued.  
We are The Environment Agency. It's our job to look after 
your environment and make it a better place – for you, and 
for future generations.  
Your environment is the air you breathe, the water you drink 
and the ground you walk on. Working with business, 
Government and society as a whole, we are making your 
environment cleaner and healthier. 
The Environment Agency. Out there, making your 
environment a better place. 
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